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1. Introduction. R. H. Bing showed that an upper semicontinuous

decomposition of £3 into points and tame arcs did not necessarily

produce a decomposition space topologically equivalent to E3 [1J.

M. L. Curtis and R. L. Wilder showed [2] that the decomposition

space of Bing was a homotopy manifold, thus negatively answering

a question proposed by Griffiths [3J. R. Rosen recently announced

[4] a result which in part appears to be an example of E3 into points

and tame arcs such that the decomposition space is not locally

euclidean at any point. Thus, upper semicontinuous decompositions

of E3 (or 53) into points and tame arcs yield various types of decom-

position spaces. It is the purpose of this paper to prove a theorem

which in particular implies that every upper semicontinuous de-

composition of 53 into points and tame arcs yields a homotopy mani-

fold decomposition space. Arguments employed here are completely

elementary.

2. Some lemmas. Let Pt-, i=l, 2, be the sphere in E" of radius i

with the center at the origin. We denote by 0¿ the interior of Ri in

E". Let U be an open w-cell containing another open w-cell V and x

a point of V. We say that V is concentric with U or that U and V

are concentric if and only if there is a homeomorphism of U onto 02

which sends V onto 0\. We observe that the homeomorphism can be

chosen so as to map x to the origin.

Lemma 1. Let U be an open n-cell and V and W open subsets of U

such that WGVQU and W is an open n-cell concentric with U. Let

x be a point of W. Let i and i' be the inclusion maps of W—x into V—x

and of V—x into U—x, respectively. Then the induced homomorphisms

H and U of homotopy groups are infective and surjective, respectively.

Proof. We observe that ii -i* = (i' -i)* is bijective. The homomor-

phism i* is injective, since i¿ -i* is, and ii is surjective, since ii -i* is.

Lemma 2. Letf be a proper map of a Hausdorff space X onto a locally

compact Hausdorff space Y. Let y be any point of Y and U be any neigh-

borhood of A =f~l(y). Then there exists a neighborhood V of y such that

f-KV)EU.
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We recall that a proper map is a continuous map such that the

inverse image of each compact set is compact.

Proof of the Lemma. Let 13 be the family of compact neighbor-

hoods of y. Then each/_l(Fa), Fa£'U, is compact, and n/_1(F«) =A,

or C\f-\Va)(~\(X-U) = 0, so that there is a finite family Vu V2, • • • ,

with r\f-KVi) C U. We now take V= D V{.
The author is indebted to Professor Hans Samelson for strengthen-

ing Lemma 2 to the present form.

3. The main theorem.

Main theorem. Let G be an upper semicontinuous decomposition of

Sn with a finite dimensional decomposition space X. If each element g

of G is an absolute retract having an open n-cell as complement in S",

then X is an n-dimensional homotopy manifold.

Proof. Since each g£C7 is contractible, Wilder's mapping theorem

[6; 7] applies to show that X is an «-gem. Since each gÇîG is locally

contractible and homotopically trivial, by Smale's theorem [5], X is

LCW. There remains to show that X has the same local homotopy

character as Sn, i.e., for given x£X and a neighborhood U of x, there

exist neighborhoods V and IF of x such that CO FD W and the image

of TTk(W—x) in Trk(V—x) under the inclusion map is isomorphic to

Tk(S»-i).

Let Gi be the upper semicontinuous decomposition of Sn consisting

°f ëi=f~1(x) and the points not on gi, where/ is the quotient map of

G. We denote by Xi and /i respectively the decomposition space and

the quotient map of G\. Let G2 be the upper semicontinuous decom-

position of Xi consisting of/i(g), g€zG. We denote by X2 and/2 the

decomposition space and the quotient map of G2, respectively. By

assumption, Xi is a topological «-sphere. It is easy to see that X2 = X

and/=/2 -/i after the natural identification. By construction, Xi =/rx(x)

is a point of X\. Let Ui=f2x{U). Since X\ is a manifold, there exists

an open «-cell neighborhood U[ of xi contained in U\. By Lemma 2,

there exists a neighborhood V of x such that f21(V)C.U{. There

exists an open «-cell neighborhood U{' of Xi contained in Vi=f21(V)

such that U" is concentric with UI. By Lemma 2 again, there exists

a neighborhood IF of x such that W\=f2l(W)(Z. UI'. There exists

an open «-cell neighborhood UI" of Xi such that UI" is contained

in IFi and is concentric with U".

Let the letters above the arrows in the following diagram denote

the appropriate inclusion maps.
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Í3'í2

IFi — Xi -> Fi — xi

U{"

The starred letters will denote the homomorphisms of homotopy

groups induced by the corresponding inclusion maps. By Lemma 1,

the homomorphisms i2* and ¿3* are surjective and injective, respec-

tively. Hence, considering the fact that U" — X\ is of the same homo-

topy type as Sn~x, (is-i2)*irk(Wi — Xi)=i3*Trk(U{'-Xi)~irk(Ui'—xi)

^7Tt(5»-1).

Now we denote by i and i' respectively the inclusion maps of

W\ — Xi into V\ — X\ and of W—x into V—x. Clearly, f2-i = i'-f2.

Hence, the following diagram is commutative.

i*
Trk(W! — Xl) -> TTk(Vl — Xi)

I/a* . , I/2*

Tk(W — x)-> irk(V — x).

By the already-mentioned Smale's theorem again, the /2* are bijec-

tive. Hence,

Hirk(W — x) = ii -f2*irk(Wi — xi) = f2*-i*irk(Wi — xi)

~ i*x*(IFi - xi) ~ x*(5"-1).

4. Some remarks. The absolute retract condition in the statement

of the main theorem is much stronger than necessary. (See [5].)

The space 5" can be replaced by any closed manifold by requiring

that the space minus g is homeomorphic with a closed manifold

minus a point. Also a similar conclusion can be drawn for open mani-

folds if we impose some restrictions on /. Thus various forms of gen-

eralizations are available at the price of simplicity. On the other

hand, the main theorem cannot be generalized much further. For

instance, the condition that 5n —g be an open w-cell cannot be deleted.

In fact, it cannot be replaced by the condition that 5n —g be simply

connected. (See (3) of Part II of [2].)

R. Rosen's example [4] of a totally noneuclidean cartesian factor

of £4 is nevertheless a homotopy manifold. Professor M. Curtis points

out that there is a cartesian factor of E4 which is not a homotopy
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manifold. Thus a cartesian factor of a homotopy manifold is not

necessarily a homotopy manifold.
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LOGARITHMICALLY EXACT DIFFERENTIAL FORMS

RICHARD S. PALAIS1

Let if be a connected, differentiable ( = Cx) manifold. Let C^-Zlf, C)

denote the complex vector space of complex valued one-forms on

M: an element w of CY{M, C) is a function which assigns to each

x£ikf a linear map wx of Mx (the tangent space to M at x, a real

vector space) into the complex numbers C, such that if X is a differ-

entiable vector field on M then x—>cox(Xx) is a differentiable complex

valued function on M. Each element u of Cl(M, C) can be written

uniquely in the form p,-\-iv where p. and v are real valued one-forms

on M, and we put fi = Reu and iv = \mo¡. We write Zl(M, C) for

the subspace of Cl(M, C) consisting of closed forms and Bl(M, C)

for the subspace of Zl(M, C) consisting of exact forms.

An element of OiM, C) will be called logarithmically exact if it is

of the form df/f for some nowhere vanishing, differentiable, complex

valued function / on M. Since d(df/f) = (fd2f-dfAdf)/f2 = 0 and
df/f-dg/g = d(f/g)/(f/g) it is clear that the set V{M, C) of logarith-
mically exact one-forms is a subgroup (but not in general a subspace)
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